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Abstract. This paper studies movements of polygonal chains in three dimensions whose
links are not allowed to cross or change length. Our main result is an algorithmic proof that
any simple closed chain that initially takes the form of a planar polygon can be made convex
in three dimensions. Other results include an algorithm for straightening open chains having
a simple orthogonal projection onto some plane, and an algorithm for making convex any
open chain initially configured on the surface of a polytope. All our algorithms require only
O(n) basic “moves.”

∗ This research was initiated at a workshop at the Bellairs Research Institute of McGill University, Jan.
31–Feb. 6, 1998, organized by A. Lubiw and S. Whitesides. This is a revised and expanded version of abstract
[BDD+1]. Research supported in part by FCAR, NSERC, and NSF.
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1. Introduction

A polygonal chain P= (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) is a sequence of consecutively joined seg-
mentsei = vi vi+1 (also called edges or links) of fixed lengths`i = |ei |, embedded in
space.1 A chain isclosedif vn−1 = v0; otherwise, it isopen. A closed chain is also called
apolygon. A chain issimpleif its edges are pairwise disjoint except for adjacent edges,
which share only their common endpoint. Unless stated otherwise,chainmeans “simple
polygonal chain.” For an open chain, our goal is to straighten it; for a closed chain the
goal is toconvexifyit, i.e., to reconfigure it to a planar convex polygon. Both goals are
to be achieved by continuous motions that maintain link lengths and simplicity of the
chain throughout.

A lockedchain is one that cannot be straightened or convexified. Since a chain in three
dimensions can be continuously moved between any of its unlocked configurations via
straightened or convexified intermediate configurations, the property of being unlocked
is of fundamental importance. Nontrivial knots provide examples of closed chains that
are locked. However, as Figs. 1 and 2 show, even open chains and unknotted closed
chains may be locked in three dimensions. Section 2 provides details.

In Section 3 we give an algorithmic proof that any open chain with a simple orthogonal
projection can be made straight in three dimensions, as well as an algorithmic proof that
any open chain embedded in the surface of a polytope can be straightened. Section 4
presents our main result, an algorithmic proof that any closed chain initially taking the
form of a polygon lying in the plane can be made convex.

We describe our algorithms in terms of “moves.” Throughout the paper a “ move” is
a continuous motion of a chain in which onlyO(1) angles at joints (vertices) change at
once, and onlyO(1) dihedral angles at edges change at once. (The dihedral angle of an
edge is the angle between the plane it determines with one of its neighboring edges and
the plane it determines with the other.) Our algorithms make easily described moves that
change angles at a very small number of vertices and edges at once.

After we reported our work in abstract form [BDD+1], Connelly et al. [CDR] and
Streinu [St] reported two approaches for convexifying polygons in the plane using

Fig. 1. A locked, open chainK with long “knitting needles” at the ends.

1 All index arithmetic throughout the paper is modn.
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Fig. 2. K ′ (K doubled): a locked but unknotted closed chain.

motions just in the plane. Our algorithm (Section 4) convexifies planar polygons using
motions in three dimensions, which at first glance appears a less general result. However,
the motions in all our algorithms are significantly simpler, consisting of a linear number
of moves. (Our technical report [BDD+2] argues that the sequence of moves can be
computed inO(n) time on an extended real RAM model of computation.) On the other
hand, the motions in [CDR] are described implicitly by the solution of a differential
equation, and the motions in [St] are given by a high-degree algebraic curve. Both of
these types of motions are difficult to compute and represent explicitly.

Background. The study of movement problems for polygonal chains goes at least as far
back as Cauchy’s 1813 theorem on the rigidity of polyhedra [Cr, Chapter 6]. Mechanical
engineers have studied planar linkages, which exhibit a graph structure whose links
are allowed to cross, since Peaucellier’s 1864 linkage or earlier. Edge weighted graph
embedding and reconfiguration problems, with or without a simplicity requirement, have
arisen in many contexts, including molecular conformation [CH], mechanical design
[GN], [Hu], [Mc], robotic animation [Ko], rigidity theory [Wh2], random walks [MS],
and knot theory [A], [CJ], [Li], [Mi].

Basic questions concerning open and closed chains have proved surprisingly difficult.
For example, the question of whether every planar, simple open chain can be straightened
in the plane while maintaining simplicity went unsolved for several years. In piecewise
linear knot theory, complete classification of the three-dimensional embeddings of closed
chains withn edges has been found to be difficult, even forn = 6 [CJ].

Any simple polygon lying in the plane may be made convex in three dimensions by
“flipping” out the reflex pockets, i.e., rotating the pocket chain into three dimensions
and back down to the plane; see Fig. 3. This simple procedure was suggested by Erd˝os
[Er] and proved to work by de Sz. Nagy [Na]. The number of flips, however, cannot be
bounded as a function of the number of verticesn of the polygon, as Joss and Shannon
[Gr] first proved. See [To1] for the complex history of these results.

Previous computational geometry research on the reconfiguration of chains (e.g.,
[Ka], [KSW], [HJW2], [LW1], and [Wh1]) typically studies chains withcrossinglinks,
moving in two dimensions, sometimes in the presence of obstacles; Sallee [Sa] and
Lenhart and Whitesides [LW2] study configurations of closed chains with crossing links
in all dimensionsd ≥ 2. For more on weighted graph embedding and reconfiguration
problems, see also, for example, [ELR+], [HJW1], [Ko], [CH], [Wh2], [SS], and [Ca].
In answer to an open problem we posed in a preliminary version [BDD+1] of this paper,
Cocan and O’Rourke [CO] have shown that locked chains do not exist in dimensions
greater than three.
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Fig. 3. (a) A pocketp. (b) The polygon after flippingp.

2. Chains that Lock

Here we discuss the examples shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which show that open chains and
closed, unknotted chains may be locked. Both of these results were obtained indepen-
dently by other researchers [CJ]. Our proofs use particularly simple constructions.

Consider the chainK = (v0, . . . , v5) configured as in Fig. 1, where the lengths`0

and`4 of the extreme edges are each much longer than the sum of the lengths of the
intermediate edges. LetB be a sphere centered atv1 of radiusr , wherè 1+`2+`3< r <
`4−(`1+`2+`3). Thus, no matter how the chain moves,v2, v3, andv4 lie strictly inside
B, whereasv0 andv5 lie strictly outsideB. Joinv0 andv5 outsideB with a long string
to form a knot. The string should be long enough not to impede the motions ofv0 and
v5, and it should form an unknot if it were completed to a closed curve by the insertion
of a straight string betweenv0 andv5. Alternatively, it is not difficult to design ways to
join v0 andv5 with an unlocked chainP consisting of a few long links that can track any
motions ofv0 andv5 while avoiding collisions. If chainK could be straightened, then
the knotK ∪ P could be made convex, a contradiction.

Next, “double” chainK by adding verticesv′i nearvi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, and connect-
ing all these vertices to form a chainK ′ = (v0, . . . , v5, v

′
4, . . . , v

′
1). See Fig. 2. Any

convexifying motion forK ′ brings K to a configuration from which, removing the
second copy ofK , the first copy can be straightened, a contradiction. ThusK ′ is also
locked. For examples of locked, unknotted polygons with only six edges, see [CJ]
and [To2].

3. Two Unlocked Families of Open Chains

3.1. Straightening Open Chains with Simple Projections

Let P be an open chain in three dimensions with a simple orthogonal projectionP′

onto thexy-coordinate plane, denoted5xy.2 This subsection describes an algorithm to

2 Bose et al. [BGRT] provide a polynomial-time algorithm to determine whetherP admits a simple
orthogonal projection onto a plane and to output a projection plane if it exists.
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Fig. 4. Step 0 rotatese0 in 50 aboutv1 to bringe0 into C1; step 1 begins by rotatinge0 about theC1 axis
until 50 =51.

straightenP. In answer to open problem #3 in our technical report [BDD+2], Calvo et al.
[CKM+] showed the more general result that any closed chain with a simple orthogonal
projectionP′ on the plane can be convexified by using the method of Connelly et al.
[CDR] as a subroutine. Our algorithm is much simpler.

We call lines and planes parallel to thez-axis “vertical,” and in this subsection we
label projections in5xy with a prime. LetP[i, j ] denote the subchain(vi , vi+1, . . . , vj ),
including endpointsvi andvj . Let P′ denote the projection ofP on5xy, let dmin denote
the minimum distance between a vertexv′ and a nonadjacent edgee′, and choose a
positive r < dmin. Let Ci denote a cylinder of radiusr with a vertical axis passing
throughvi . Finally, let5i denote the vertical plane containingei ande′i .

For 0 ≤ i < n, the goal of stepi is to squeeze the links ofP[0, i + 1] into Ci+1

so thatv0 lies within distance(i + 1)r/n of the axis ofCi+1, and so thatP[0, i + 1] is
monotonewith respect to the line5i ∩5xy. By monotone, we mean that the intersection
of the subchain with each vertical line inCi+1 is either empty or a single point. Stepi =
0 achieves this goal by rotatinge0 in 50 about its endpointv1. See Fig. 4.

To initialize for stepi + 1, subchainP[0, i ] is kept internally rigid and rotated as an
object about the axis ofCi . In particular,P[0, i ] is rotated away fromei until P[0, i ]
rotates into the vertical plane5i of ei . To achieve the goal configuration of stepi + 1,
edgeei is rotated in5i about its endpointvi+1 until its other endpoint,vi , lies within
distancer/n of the axis ofCi+1; the angle between the edges incident tovi is changed so
that any configuration ofP[0, i ] during the rotation ofei is a translate of the configuration
of P[0, i ] when the rotation ofei began. See Fig. 5.

Once the entire chain has been moved to a planar, monotone configuration inCn, the
joints may be straightened one by one, working from one end of the chain to the other.

The algorithm performsO(n) moves. To compute descriptions of these rotations on
an extended real RAM requires computation of the cylinder radiusr . This may be done
in O(n2) time by computing each vertex–vertex distance and each edge–edge distance;
in [BDD+2] we describe a method for computingr in O(n) time.
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Fig. 5. Stepi + 1 rotatesei aboutvi+1 in 5i , dragging alongPi .

3.2. Straightening Open Chains on a Polytope

In this subsection we show that any open chainP embedded on the surface of a convex
polytope may be straightened. We start with the case of an open chain lying in5xy, which
we straighten (essentially as in Section 3.1) as follows. Rotatee0 aboutv1 within 50

until e0 is vertical; nowv0 projects intov1 on5xy. In general, rotateei aboutvi+1 within
5i until vi sits overvi+1. Throughout this motion, keep the previously straightened chain
Pi = P[0, i ] abovevi in a vertical ray throughvi .

An easy generalization of this “pick-up into a vertical ray” idea permits straightening
any open chain lying on the surface of a convex polytopeP. The same procedure is
followed, except that the surface ofP plays the role of5xy, and surface normals play
the roles of vertical rays. Suppose that a vertexvi of the polygonal chainP lies on an
edge or at a corner ofP, touchingd faces f1, . . . , fd. Let R1, . . . , Rd denote the rays
throughvi that are normal tof1, . . . , fd, respectively. For eachvi , choose a preferred
normal. When such a vertexvi is encountered, the line containingPi is rotated to the
preferred normal forvi .

This algorithm performsO(n) rotations, and a description of these can be computed
in O(n) time on an extended real RAM. Note that it is possible to draw on a polytope
surface a chain that has no simple orthogonal projection to a plane, so this algorithm
handles some cases not covered by the algorithm of the previous subsection.

4. Convexifying Planar Simple Polygons in Three Dimensions

This section offers a new algorithm for convexifying planar closed chains. It is more
complicated than the flipping method of Erd˝os illustrated in Fig. 3 but has the advantage
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that it uses only a bounded number of moves, in factO(n) moves. Furthermore, in
contrast to [CDR] and [St], our algorithm remains conceptually simple and the moves it
performs are easily described.

We consider a closed chainP, initially in the form of a simple polygon in thexy-plane,
5xy. We assume thatP has no more than two consecutive collinear vertices, as otherwise
we can freeze and eliminate middle joints. Forε > 0, let5ε be the planez= ε parallel
to 5xy. Throughout this section primed labels indicate positions of vertices that have
been lifted to5ε or above, and5z(p,q) denotes the vertical plane containing pointsp
andq. We say a subchain isconvexif, taken together with the phantom segment joining
its endpoints, it forms a convex polygon.

4.1. Algorithm Overview

The algorithm lifts vertices one by one out of5xy, accumulating them into a vertical
convex “arch” A with base vertices in5ε. The unlifted vertices remain fixed in their
initial positions. Figure 6 shows an archA with base pointsv′0 andv′i in5ε (not shown).
Arch A lies above5ε in a vertical plane5z(v

′
0, v
′
i ). Edgesv′i vi+1 andv′0vn−1 connect

the base pointsv′0 andv′i of A to P[i + 1,n− 1] in 5xy.
After a new vertexv′i+1 (and typically, its adjacent edgev′i v

′
i+1) is lifted to5ε, the

arch is flipped down to5ε. There the arch together with the new vertexv′i+1 and its
adjacent edge is reconvexified, with the future base pointsv′0 andv′i+1 held fixed during
the process. The new arch is then flipped back up, rotating about the line throughv′0v

′
i+1,

to a new vertical plane5z(v
′
0, v
′
i+1).

Performing reconvexification of the arch in5ε prevents collisions between the links
in the arch, the links remaining in the plane, and the two connecting links to the arch.
Similarly, raising the arch to vertical while lifting a new vertex to5ε prevents collisions
between arch edges and connecting links.

Fig. 6. The archA after incorporatingP[0, i ]; v′0 andv′i lie in 5ε (not shown).
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4.2. Procedures

Our algorithm3 makes use of the following proceduresS0–S4: an initialization procedure
S0 that raises three vertices and creates a two-link arch; a vertex lifting procedureS1,
which lifts a new vertexvi to 5ε; an arch lowering procedureS2, which rotates the
current archAabout the line through its endpoints into5ε; a reconvexification procedure
S3, which convexifies the arch together with the vertex just lifted; and an arch raising
procedureS4, which returns the new arch to vertical.

At the end of the initializationS0, the arch containsv′0, v
′
1, v
′
2. It then makes repeated

passes throughS1–S4. Here, for reference, are the hypotheses that are intended to hold
at the beginning of the pass throughS1–S4 that liftsvi+1, for 2≤ i ≤ n−2. (See Fig. 6.)

H1. Verticesv′0 and v′i lie in 5ε, and vi+1, . . . , vn−1 lie in 5xy in their original
positions.

H2. SubchainP[0, i ] has now been moved up to form a convex archA in5z(v
′
0, v
′
i );

A rises above5ε and intersects5ε only in v′0 andv′i .
H3. Pointsv′0 andv′i project down to5xy within distanceδ of their original positions

v0 andvi . (In Section 4.3 we computeδ > 0 from the initial configuration of
P such that at each vertexvj , the disk of radiusδ centered atvj includes no
other vertices and intersects only the two edges incident tovj , and such that
any perturbed polygon obtained by displacing the vertices within their disks,
ignoring the fixed link lengths, remains simple and without straight vertices.)

Next, we describe each of the proceduresS0–S4 in detail, noting what constraints they
impose on the choice ofε andδ each time they are performed. Choosingε andδ that
satisfy the constraints will enable us to prove that H1–H3 hold as intended. Later we
indicate how to compute specific values forε andδ that satisfy all the constraints.

Note that proceduresS1–S4 below do not apply until archA contains at least three
vertices.

S0: initialization. Select an arbitrary (strictly) convex vertexv1, and lift v0, v1, v2 as
follows. Rotatev1 about the line throughv0v2 up to5ε, and call its new positionv′′1;
rotatev0 about the line throughvn−1v

′′
1 up to5ε, and call its new positionv′0; rotatev2

about the line throughv′′1v3 up to5ε, and call its new positionv′2; finally, rotatev′′1 about
the line throughv′0v

′
2 upwards until it lies in the plane5z(v

′
0, v
′
2), and letv′1 denote its

new position above5ε. This last rotation rotates a triangle from a horizontal to a vertical
plane to create the initial archA, so the triangle must be nondegenerate.

S0-constraints: during the initialization procedure, verticesv0, v1, v2 must reach5ε,
andv′′1 should not become straight (to prevent a degenerate arch).

S1: lifting vi . The purpose ofS1 is to lift4 a vertexvi (i > 2) from5xy to5ε. To do this,
rotatevi about the line throughv′i−1 andvi+1. Thusvi moves on a circleC with center
onv′i−1vi+1. See Fig. 7. Note that circleC might lie partially below5xy, and that unless
vi is the last vertex,vn−1, the plane that containsC is not vertical.

S1-constraints: when vertex lifting is applied to a vertexvi , for 2< i ≤ n−1,εmust

3 We call this theSt. Louis Arch Algorithmbecause of the resemblance to the arch in St. Louis, Missouri.
4 When referring to Fig. 6, note that the vertex to be lifted next in that figure isvi+1.
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Fig. 7. Vertexvi rotates aroundC up to5ε ; v′i−1 projects to withinδ of vi−1.

be chosen so thatC intersects5ε, and so thatv′i projects to5xy no more thanδ away
from vi (to satisfy H3).

S2: lowering the arch. After vi has been raised byS1, edgev′i−1v
′
i lies in5ε. If H2 holds,

arch A is a convex chain lying (except for its base vertices) above5ε in 5z(v
′
0, v
′
i−1).

ProcedureS2 now rotates the archA about the line throughv′0v
′
i−1 away from edgev′i−1v

′
i

until A reaches plane5ε. It is possible that4v′0v′i−1v
′
i is degenerate; in any case, the

chainP(v′0, v
′
1, . . . , v

′
i−2, v

′
i−1), without its endpoints, lies strictly to one side of the line

throughv′0v
′
i−1. See Fig. 8.

S3: reconvexifying the arch. At the start ofS3, the archA lies in5ε, to one side of the
line throughv′0v

′
i−1, andv′i lies either on this line, or on the opposite side of this line.

Verticesv′0 andv′i will become the base points for the new archA and are held fixed
while reconvexification is performed.

If v′i lies on the line through the old base pointsv′0 andv′i−1, thenS3 resolves this

Fig. 8. The archA and4v′0v′i−1v
′
i lie in plane5ε (not shown), floatingε above5xy.
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Fig. 9. (a)v′i betweenv′0 andv′i−1; (b) v′i−1 betweenv′0 andv′i ; (c) v′i−1 is to straighten.

degeneracy as follows. There are two cases, depending on whetherv′i lies betweenv′0
andv′i−1 or whetherv′i−1 lies betweenv′0 andv′i . (Assuming hypotheses H1–H3 held
at the start of this pass throughS1–S4, and assumingδ is chosen as described in H3,
it is not possible forv′0 to lie betweenv′i−1 andv′i .) In both cases,S3 rotates edgee′i−1
aboutv′i (held fixed) in such a way thatv′i−1 moves to the open half-plane containing the
other arch vertices. To track the motion ofv′i−1, fix the positions ofv′0 throughv′i−3, and
adjust the joint angles atv′i−3, v′i−2, andv′i−1. Edgee′i−3 rotates slightly about its fixed
endpointv′i−3, and verticesv′i−1 andv′i−2 change their positions. See Fig. 9, where black
dots indicate which vertex positions are fixed and arrows and arcs indicate which angles
change.

If v′i lies betweenv′0 and v′i−1, as in Fig. 9(a), then the entire polygonal chain
P(v′0, . . . , v

′
i ) becomes strictly convex andS3 is done.

In the other case, which Fig. 9(b) shows,v′i−1 lies betweenv′0 andv′i ; the subchain
P(v′0, . . . , v

′
i−1) ending atv′i−1 remains convex after the small rotation ofe′i−1, but

4v′0, v′i−1, v
′
i is no longer degenerate. Adding a phantom edgev′0v

′
i to the subchain

P(v′0, . . . , v
′
i ) ending atv′i creates a simple “barbed” polygon, shown in Fig. 9(c). A

“barbed” polygon is one that contains a diagonal (here,v′0v
′
i−1) that splits the polygon

into two convex pieces, one of which is a triangle. In general, such a polygon may have
two reflex angles, but in our case the polygon has a unique reflex angle atv′i−1. S3

convexifies this barbed polygon, which can be done by the following simple inductive
process.5 Keep the base pointsv′0 andv′i fixed, and keep the subchainP(v′0, v

′
1, . . . , v

′
i−2)

rigid but allow it to rotate as a unit about its endpointv′0. Thus the only angles of the
barbed polygon that are allowed to change for now are those atv′0, v′i , v

′
i−1, andv′i−2. The

basic idea is to turn the quadrilateralv′0, v
′
i , v
′
i−1, v

′
i−2 into a triangle by straightening

(and then freezing)v′i−1. If one of the other angles of the barbed polygon is the first to
straighten, then we freeze it immediately. If this occurs, as we are about to see, the result
is a barbed polygon on fewer vertices with a unique reflex angle at the same vertex,v′i−1.

Holding v′0 andv′i fixed and subchainP(v′0, v′1, . . . , v
′
i−2) internally rigid, begin to

straighten the angle atv′i−1. This increases the distance betweenv′i andv′i−2, so angle
∠v′i−2v

′
0v
′
i and hence the internal angle of the barbed polygon atv′0 also increase. It

5 This process appears in the middle of the proof of Lemma 4, page 313, of [Sa], where the process
was designed for a different context, and links were allowed to cross. We give our own version here, for
completeness.
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can be checked by trigonometry and calculus, or by the geometric argument on pages
25–26 of [BDD+2], that the distance betweenv′0 andv′i−1 increases, which implies that
angles∠v′0v′i v′i−1 and∠v′0v′i−2v

′
i−1, and hence angle∠v′i−1v

′
i−2v

′
i−3, are increasing. Since

we freeze any internal angle of the barbed polygon that straightens, and since we are
straightening the angle atv′i−1, it is easy to check that no collisions of chain segments
occur. Since the angle atv′i−1 is the only internal angle of the barbed polygon that is
decreasing,v′i−1 remains the only possible reflex angle of the polgyon, which therefore
remains barbed if some angle other thanv′i−1 is the first to straighten. This process may
be continued inductively, without collisions and with the positions ofv′0 andv′i fixed,
until a convex configuration is reached.

In case the convexification of the barbed polygon results in a polygon with more than
two vertices on the line throughv′0v

′
i , thenS3 rotatese′0 and/ore′i−1 a small amount about

v′0 and/or v′i , respectively. Ife′0 and/or e′i is part of a longer edge containing joints that
are frozen straight, then the entire frozen edge is rotated. This will restore H2 when the
arch is lifted.

S4: raising the arch. S4 rotates the convexified arch with base pointsv′0 andv′i about the
line through these points up into the vertical plane5z(v

′
0, v
′
i ). Because of strict convexity

atv′0 andv′i , the remaining vertices of the arch move to positions above5ε.

4.3. Values forε andδ

Here we compute values forε andδ such that theS0-constraints will be satisfied and such
that, whenever the hypotheses H1–H3 are satisfied at the beginning of a pass through
S1–S4, theS1-constraints onε andδ incurred during that pass will be satisfied.

Letαj be the angle atvj that is less thanπ . Also, letβj = π − αj , the deviation from
straightness at jointvj ; soβj > 0 for all j since by assumption,P has no straight joints.

The fact thatP is simple and that eachβj > 0 guarantees that aδ > 0 as described
in H3 exists. It is a straightforward exercise to compute aδ. Our technical report gives a
simple formula.

With δ chosen, letσmin denote the minimum separation|vj vk| for all positions ofvj

andvk within their δ disks, for all distinctj andk. Let βmin denote the minimum of all
βj for all positions ofvj within their δ disks. By H3,σmin andβmin are positive.

It is a straightforward exercise, based on examination of the double cone determined
by the rotation ofvi about the line through its neighbors (see Fig. 7), to compute anε value
from σmin andβmin so that theS0-constraints are satisfied, and so that theS1-constraints
are satisfed under the assumption that H1–H3 hold.

4.4. Correctness and Complexity

The St. Louis Arch Algorithm first computes a suitableε andδ, as in Section 4.3, then
performs the initialization processS0, and then makes repeated passes throughS1–S4

until all vertices have been lifted into a convex arch. The preceding discussion shows
that, by induction on the number of passes throughS1–S4, the following theorem holds.
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Theorem. The St. Louis Arch Algorithm convexifies a planar simple polygon.

Only a constant number of moves are used during each execution of procedures
S0, S1, S2, and S4. Each execution of the reconvexification procedureS3 can be done
with O(n)moves, so the resulting procedure can be accomplished byO(n2)moves. Jeff
Erikson, and Sallee [Sa], observed that the “freezing” of a joint that becomes straight
during the reconvexification procedureS3 can only be donen times. This implies, by an
amortization argument, that the St. Louis Arch Algorithm makesO(n)moves. Moreover,
our technical report [BDD+2] argues thatε andδ and the entire sequence of moves can
be computed inO(n) time in the extended real RAM model of computation.

5. Open Problems

Our results suggest several open questions, including:

1. Characterize the unlocked open and closed chains in three dimensions. What is
the complexity of deciding whether a chain in three dimensions is unlocked?

2. The algorithm of Section 3.1 applies to chains with simple orthogonal projections
to a plane. In what ways can this approach be generalized to other projections?

3. Can an open chain of unit-length links lock in three dimensions? Cantarella and
Johnston show in [CJ] that the answer isno if n ≤ 5.
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